Computational patient-specific models based on 3-D ultrasound data to quantify uterine arterial flow during pregnancy.
Information on uterine blood flow rate during pregnancy would widely improve our knowledge on feto-placental patho-physiology. Ultrasonographic flow rate evaluation requires the knowledge of the spatial velocity profiles throughout the investigated vessel; these data may be obtained from hemodynamic simulations with accurate computational models. Recently, computational models of superficial vessels have been created using 3-D ultrasound data; unfortunately, common reconstruction methods are unsuitable for the uterine arteries due to the low quality achievable of imaged deep vessels. In this paper a simplified spline-based technique was applied to create computational models for patient-specific simulations of uterine arterial heamodynamics. Moreover, a novel method to quantify the uterine flow rates was developed based on echo-Doppler measurements and computational data. Preliminary results obtained for four patients indicated a quite narrow range for the blood flow rate through the main uterine artery with large variability in the flow split between corporal and cervical branches. Furthermore, parabolic-like velocity profiles were obtained in the branching region of the different patients, suggesting a clinical use of averaged, not patient-specific, spatial velocity distribution coefficients for the blood flow rate calculation. The developed reconstruction method based on 3-D ultrasound imaging is efficient for creating realistic custom models of the uterine arteries. The results of the fluid dynamic simulations allowed us to quantify the uterine arterial flow and its repartition in normal pregnancies.